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A DEVICE FOR FIXING ACCESSORIES TO A SHELF

Field of invention

The present invention relates to a fastening device for releasably fixing accessories to a shelf

of the kind defined in the preamble of claim 1. The invention also relates to a system, and a

shelf equipped with such a fixing device.

The shelf accessories may be of different kinds, such as for instance shelf dividers, pushing

devices, holders for information carriers, trays, etc.

BackgrOund of the invention

Stores that retail convenience goods or commodities on a daily basis often present their goods

on shelves. In order to create an ordered display of these goods on the shelving and to enhance

their presentation there is used a number of different accessories, such as shelf dividers,

different types of devices for pushing the goods and different types of goods-carrying trays,

etc. Such accessories are often mounted on the upper surface of the shelf.

Known technology allows these accessories to be fastened to the shelf in a number ofdifferent

ways, for instance mechanically with the aid of screws or technically equivalent devices, by

frictional engagement or by adhesion with the aid of double-sided adhesive tape or by

corresponding means.

The devices used to fasten the accessories to the shelves will preferably have some

fundamental properties. One important property is that it is possible to fasten the accessories

at selected positions along the length of the shelving, so as to position the accessories in a

chosen space relationship that is adapted to suit different packages and different quantities of

goods. The accessories should further be securely held to the shelf in order to avoid that they

are inadvertently loosened or displaced from their intended positions.

Shelf dividers constitute an example of accessories where the mutual distance there between

can be particularly important. The shelf dividers often consist ofpartitioning walls which are

fastened to the shelving such as to extend at right angles to the longitudinal direction of the
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shelving and to project outwardly perpendicularly therefrom. The primary purpose of the shelf

dividers is to separate different groups of goods from one another and to create order on the

shelving. Particularly when a goods advancing means is placed between two shelf dividers, it

is essential that the shelf dividers are not displaced towards one another, not even to the

slightest extent, since the friction between goods and shelf dividers may then become so great

as to prevent advancement of the goods.

The accessories will preferably also be held firmly, such as to ensure that they will not topple.

In conjunction with this, it is highly important will be held firmly and that the fixing device

will enable respective accessories to be readily fixed and removed.

A particularly desirable property is that it is possible to fix a number of accessories to the

shelf and to release a number of accessories from the shelf readily by hand. A system which

‘ allows several accessories to be fixed and released at the same time can be used, for instance,

in setting up shelf dividers on a new shelf or in reorganizing the whole of the shelf or a larger

part thereof. In setting up shelf dividers on an empty shelf, the shelf dividers are first placed in

roughly estimated positions along the shelf, with respect to the goods to be placed thereon.

The person responsible for setting up the shelf will normally start at one end of the shelf and

work towards the other end thereof. When arriving at the other end of the shelf it may become

apparent that there is not sufficient room on the shelf to place a last shelf divider. All of the

earlier placed shelf dividers must then be adjusted by displacing the same somewhat in either

direction so as to provide space for the last shelf divider so as to fill out the earlier occurring

free end of the shelf. In respect to the work involved in making this adjustment it is highly

beneficial when the shelf dividers are not fixed to the shelf, so as to avoid the necessity

loosening and re-fastening the dividers. When all of the shelf dividers have been finally

positioned, it is desirable that all dividers can be fixed simultaneously in their respective

positions readily by hand. This will readily ensure that non of the dividers will topple or be

displaced or loosened on their respective intended positions while fixating the dividers or

when subsequenetly placing goods on the shelf.

Even when the shelf is placed in order and the shelf dividers are placed in their respective

positions, it is sometimes necessary to reorganize the shelf, requiring one or more of the shelf

dividers to be moved, removed or fixed in position. For example, this is the case when the

spacing between two adjacent shelf dividers must be adjusted in order to accommodate a new
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item of goods or package of goods of other dimensions. In addition, it may often be desirable

to subsequently fasten other accessories, such as information carriers, for instance flag holders

or coupon holders on a shelf that has earlier been placed in order. In order to facilitate such

reorganization ofparts of a shelf that has already been placed in order it is desirable that

individual accessories can be removed and then secured in a new position and to affix new

accessories without needing to release remaining shelf dividers.

It is also desirable that the means for fixating the accessories will have an aesthetic

appearance and will not be an unnecessary obstacle to placing or removing goods on and from

a shelf or from adjacent shelving. It is also important that the accessory fixing means are of

simple construction and can be produced and mounted at low cost.

It is also desirable that the means for securely holding accessories to a shelf can be applied to

existing shelves without requiring the shelves to be replaced or modified in some way.

In addition to the aforesaid accessories that are normally placed on the shelf or shelving there

are also often used different types ofholders for price labels and other information carriers

that refer to the goods place on the shelves.

One example in this respect resides in the data-carrying strips comprised of an elongate

profiled element fastened to the front edge of respective shelving such as to extend along the

full length of a shelf or along several juxtaposed shelf sections. This data-carrying strip

includes a longitudinally extending transparent plastic pocket in which price labels can be

placed side by side in front of the goods to which the information carried thereby relates.

In recent times there has been found wider use for so—called mother profiles or holder profiles,

primarily in convenience stores. The mother profiled sections are also comprised of an

elongate profiled element which is fastened to the front edge of a shelf along its full length or

along mutually juxtaposed sections thereof. Instead of an elongate plastic pocket the mother

profiles include an elongate engagement part to which separate plastic pockets for labels or

other information-carrying holders, such as flag holders, can be fastened in selective positions

along the front edge of the shelf. The use of mother profiles provides greater flexibility and

more possibilities for achieving an informative, striking and aesthetically attractive

presentation of goods—related information.
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Prior art techniques

W02004/112549 describes a system for fastening accessories to a shelf. The system includes

an accessory which has a foot, and a channel element that has an outwardly open channel. The

channel element is comprised of extruded aluminium and is fastened along the front edge of a

shelf. A fixing device, for instance in the form of an elongate leaf spring, is disposed in the

channel. The fixing device can be adjusted between a fixing position in which the feet of /

respective accessories accommodated in the channel are fixed and a release position in which

said feet are released through the medium of a manoeuvring device accessible from outside

the channel.

W02005/70253 86 describes a similar system which comprises a channel element formed by

extruded aluminium and having an outwardly open channel which is fastened to the front edge

of a shelf for accommodating the feet of respective accessories. An elongate fixing device that

has an outwardly open and axially extending groove is provided in the channel and can be

adjusted between an accessory fixing position and an accessory released position. This system

differs from the known system described above by virtue of the fact that the fixing device can

be adjusted between its respective positions by manipulating one of the accessories

accommodated in the channel element, among other things.

Both of the known systems described above thus enable all accessories accommodated in the

channel to be readily fixed and released respectively by hand. The systems also allow

subsequent adjustment of the accessories to be achieved readily when the accessories are

located in the channel element and the fixing device is in its accessory release mode.

The design of the systems that include an outwardly open channel in which the feet or

corresponding engagement parts of the accessories are accommodated ensures that the

accessories will be held stably in their fixed positions and that the accessories will stand

relatively firmly on the shelf even in the release mode of the system, so as to facilitate

subsequent adjustment of the accessories. Fastening of the accessories in the channel element

disposed on the front edge of the shelf also enables the systems to be formed in the absence of

parts that project up from the shelving if so desired.
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